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Let {X,,, n 2 1) be a sequence of identically distributed random variables, Z, = max{XI, . . , X, j 
and {u., n z 1) an increasing sequence of real numbers. Under certain additional requirements, 
necessary and sufficient conditions are given to have, with probability one, an infinite number 
of crossings of {Z,} with respect to (u,}, in two cases: (I) The Xn’s are independent, (2) {X,,} is 
stationary Gaussian and satisfies a mixing condition. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X”, n 2 1) be a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with common distribution F(x) and 
{&i, n 2 1) be a nondecreasing sequence of real numbers. Denote u,, = 1 -F(u,,), 
WI = NJ,, and Z, = max Isi<” Xi. It is an easy consequence of the Borel-Cantelli 
Lemma that P{Z” > un i.o.} = 0 or 1 according as CT= 1 ~1, < +OO or = +a~. 
In the second case, when the process {Zn} is above the barriers infinitely often, 
it is interesting to be able to decide whether Z, crosses the barriers a finite or an 
infinite number of times, with probability one. This type of result is harder to obtain 
and in this direction the best result known is the following, 
In Section 2 we extend Theorem A by replacing the assumption that M’,, be 
nondecreasing for the weaker condition KJ,,/w~ H > a > 0 for all n > k. This allows the 
sequence MS,, to decrease in a controlled fashion. Some condition of this sort is 
necessary as can be seen from Exercise 21, Chapter 4 in Galambos [2). Whether 
our condition is best in any sense is not known. 
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The method used in the proof is different to that employed by Galambos, not 
requiring a trapping lemma, It depends on the use of Lemma 2, which is a version 
of the Borel-Cantelli lemma, and on some considerations about the expectation 
of the number of crossings. 
Section 3 concerns dependent Gaussian sequences. I Jnder certain mixing condi- 
tions we show that the same result holds true. The proof is more complicated and 
proceeds by comparing the sequence with the independent case Lemma 3 is 
fudamental to the proof and to use it we require a trapping lemma (Lemma 2). 
The best result previously known by the authors for this case is due to Mittal 
[3], and concerns the behaviour of 2, with respect to a specific sequence of barriers, 
even though her mixing condition is weaker (see also [4]). 
Finally we point out that ‘const’ denotes a constant which may change from line 
to line and that all the sequences {u,} considered are assumed to satisfy un < 
sup{_X: F(x)< l}=U(F). 
2. Independent sequences 
We start this section with a version of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma that will be 
used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 4. 
Lemma 1. Let {A,, TV 2 1) be n sequence of events. If’ 
Ii) i P(A,, I= +X 
t/zcn P(A, i.o.) = 1. 
Proof. Let N,, = ~~‘_, I,+ where IA denotes the indicator function of the se1 A. By 
Ghebyshev’s inequality, 
P{IN,, - E(N, )/ ) J&N,,)} =z 
4 Var(N,,) 
b?w,, IT - 
(2.1) 
Since E(N,,) = 1; 1 P(Ai)+~ (n -+a~), by the Borel-Cantelli lemma and the fact 
that {Nn} is nondecreasing it suffices to show that the hm inf of the right hand side 
of (2.1) is equal to Lcro. but (ii) implies this since 
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function Fcontinuous at U(F). Suppose that w,,/wk 3 a > 0 for all n > k. Then 
P{Z, Gun i.0.j = 0 (fesp. 1) according as 
i un+l e+n converges (resp. diverges ). (2.2) 
n=l 
Note. We are only considering the case I:= 1 vn = oo (otherwise the process is below 
the barriers from a certain time onwards, with probability one). The theorem says 
that, under certain conditions, the number of crossings is finite (infinite) if the series 
(2.2) is convergent (divergent). It will be seen in the proof that (2.2) is convergent 
iff the expected number of crossings is finite. 
Proof. Define Aj = {Zj s uj ; A>+ 1> uj-l}, the event that an upcrossing occurs at time 
j + 1. Since the number of crossings is finite iff the number of upcrossings i  finite, 
it is enough to look at these events. Define N, = CT= 11~~ and N = x,“; 1 IA,. We have 
” n 
E(Nn)= C P(Aj)= C Uj+l(l-t’i)‘. 
j=l j=l 
Observe now that the series z; 1 Uj+l( 1 - Vi)’ and x: 1 Uj+ 1 e- Iyr converge or diverge 
at the same time. The inequality (1 - of)’ < eewi gives one half of this result. For the 
rest, if it,; < 1, (1 - vj)j = exp{j log( 1 - u;)} = exp{-juj - pjjvf} where pj is bounded 
independently of j, so that (1 - vi)’ b ce --‘I where c is a positive constant and 
the last sum being finite. 
Suppose that Cz 1 Vi+] e -we < 00. Then E(N) < 00 and hence P(N < 00) = 1. This 
proves the convergent case. 
Assume now that ET_, vi+ 1 e “I = ~0. It follows that x:‘_ , P(Aj) = E(N,, I-+ a 
01 +50). It remains to show that (ii) of Lemma 1 holds true. 
Let 
~,r = P(A, ?Ar 
where 
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and T,, =x1_ iCkk-_,, fjks To estimate this we divide the sum into several parts. First 
we choose three constants B, y and 8, to be used in the computations below, so 
that Ba > 1, ,By < 1 and 0~ 8 < y. Let .q. = [S/c,]. The first two sums deal with 
small (j < vk ) and large (j > vk) values of j respectively. In the first case we bound 
djk by exp(cw ( j + l)t)k - 1 and in the second we use pjdjk < 1 /j since xFCYk I /j d const. 
In (3) we consider the remaining terms. If J’ such that \vk C BIV~ then Pidik is small 
and the sum over j is convergent. On the other hand, if wk 2BWj there are few 
terms in the sum over j and, again, it converges. The details are given below. 
(1) We assume, without loss of generality, that uk C $ Using the inequality 
(1 -x)-” Seam’, (r a positive constant, valid if 0 <x < $ and m is positive, we obtain 
T, (l) = i “f fik 
k=l j=l 
,I LZk - 1 
9 2 c (1 -Dj)‘c’j+,(l -UkJktlk+Ae a(j+lbct _ 1, 
k=l j=l 
s const 6(E(N,))‘. 
sconst i (l-uk)kuk+l 
k =l 
GCOllSt i (l-Uk)kl’k+, i &const&N,,) 
k =. , i-vkl 
on account of the fact that the function se ’ is b(l) is hounded. 
(3) We still have to consider the terms with & Q j d yk. If {H’k} is bounded, this 
sum is bounded by 
” const i uk+l(l -t’k)k z ts const(log l/8 )E(N,, ). 
k -: I I- vk 1 
If {tiJk} is unbounded ne devide the sum into two parts: 7’::’ is the sum over the 
indices j satisfying \v~/~v~ < R and T:;” is the rest. For T:;\’ we have 
Since in the inner sum [‘k/L’, < By and IV~( 1- c~/c‘~) 2 (\\‘k/B )( 1 -By), we get 
s const (log 1 /S )E(N,, ). 
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Here we have used the fact that {wa} is bounded away from zero, since wk/ w 1 B a, 
and so exp(-wl,( 1 - By)/28} log wk is bounded. Finally, let us look at TIP’. Denote 
Define kl = 1 and ki+l =min(k: k >ki, w/w, 3 Ba} for i a I. {I&} is well defined 
since (wk} is supposed to be unbounded. Take k such that ki s k -c ki+l. If ki sj < k 
then wk/wj = (wk/wki)(wk,/wj)< aB/a = B, and this implies that if Vk f 0 we must 
have vk < ki which implies 
we have 
(2.3) 
T, 
(4) ~ E kbf 
uk+lfl - Vk)kVk. 
i=l h.=k, 
The number of nonzero terms in the inner sum is bounded by the right-hand 
member of (2.3), and to bound each one of them we may use 
vk 4 const $ f s const(bg l/6 ) log wk 
j--v* j 
< Const(!og l/6) log(&wk, 1. 
Also, in the inner sum, 
and so 
and this series is convergent, given that I$*~, 3 (Bu 1 I 1 (i-1,2,...) and Ra>l. 
Summing up. we obtain lim sup,, . , T,,/tEP,, )’ cd const S and since 8 > 0 is arbitrary, 
the result follows. ‘J 
3. Gaussian sequences 
In this section a G.S. will denote a sequence {X,, tz 2 1) of centred, stationary 
Gaussian r.v.‘s with EX;?, = 1, all n, and Izonnegative covariance EX,X, = Ti, = 
r(li -iI). WL shall prove that, as far as the problem being considered is concerned, 
they b&ave as an independent sequence under certain mixing conditions on r(n ). 
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In fact, the proof compares the two cases by means of Lemma 3. The main result 
is 
Theorem 2. Let {X,, n > 1) be a G.S. and {ct,, n a 11 a nondecreasing sequence of _ 
real numbers with u,, + a~ as n + 00 and w”/H~‘~ 2 a > 0 for a/l n 2 k. Assume also 
that r(n ) = ot l/(log n ?+‘) for some S > 0. Then P{Z,, d cd,, i.o.} = 0 (1) according as 
Cz_, vn+l eMW* <Co (=a). 
This theorem is a consequence of Theorems 3 and 4, where the two cases are 
considered separately. We prove first a trapping lemma. 
Lemnaa 2. Let 
a(k)=(210gk-210g~210gk-210glog(10gk)”~)”Z, 
b(k ) = (2 log k - 2 log J2 log k - 2 log,log (log k)“‘)*“, 
and u (k ) = uk# If Theorems 3 and 4 are true under the assumption a (k ) s u (k ) s b (k ), 
aN k, and some choice of CYI and (~2 satisfying the inequalities a I> x&%, LYE < -- 
min(ad2rr, J2rr), then they are true without it. 
Proof. Define u^(k)=max(min(u(k),b(k)),a(k)), Glen a(k)au^(k)sb(k). Let 
S(u)=cFzI uk+l e wk and S(a 1. S(b) be the corresponding sums with a(k) or b(k) 
in place of u (k ). 
(i) Let S(u)<m; we shall show that u(k)<b(k)Qk large. Suppose this is false 
and let (j” 1 be a sequence of integers for which bij”) 5 II (in) and I,, + cy) (n + 00). 
Denote by trrz the number obtained by substituting h(va ) for u(n ) in NJ,,. Then 
3nd It .‘ a” CIX~~T; thcreforc rtckrcPfk~ and, a fortiori, rick,=maxlurk),a(k)) for 
all k large. Rut S(u ) c CO, together with S(rr 1 <a?., give S(G) < 30, anld zk > u^tk 12 
rtlk I for all k large w.p. I follows. 
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(ii) Suppose S(U) = OO. If there is a sequence (in) as in part (i) then S(u^) = co. 
Otherwise ii(k) = max(u(k), a(k)) for large k apd S(G) = 43 because the terms for 
which u(k) >a (k) are the ones that make S(U) diverge. To see this note that 
S(u)= 2 Ujtl e+’ 
j=l I = ( u&,+u.Qj+l c-w’ 
and x e-” is decreasing in x if jx > 1, and jt’j ~j(l -F’(aj))tm if Ui s ai. Hence 
c u,~ot uj eewi s const S(a) < a~. Therefore in both cases S(G) = 00 and furthermore 
a(k) < 2(k) s b(k). Hence, with probability one, 2, G u^ (n) i.o., and since 2, > a (n ) 
for large n (by part (i) since S(a) < ~0) it follows that Z, G u,, i.o., with probability 
one. q 
The next lemma is nothing but an adaptation to our requirements of the lemmas 
of Berman [l] and Plackett-Slepian [5, 6, 71. It is essential for the next theorems 
and we omit its well-known proof. 
Lemma 3 (Berman, Plackett, Slepian). Let {Xi; j = 1, . . . , n} be centred, stationary 
Gaussian r.v,‘s with E.Xf = 1 for ail j and EXiX/ = rii. Let I:’ = (c, CO) and I,. ’ he 
itscomplement.IfcjER,j= 1,. . . , n denote by Fj the event {Xj E I:;} where E, is either 
+lor-landletKc(l,...,n},then 
(1) p{fljcK~l is an increasing function Of T;j ifF;Fi = + 1. Btherwise 
(2, If{KJ=l,.... s} is a partition of K therr 
where q5 (x, y ; r) is the standard bivariate Gaussian density with correlation r and r;! 
is a number between 0 and rii. 
Before proving Theorem 3 we give some inotation that will be used in the rest 
of the paper: 
r =supr(ji<l, 
j L_e * 
2 1 v =-:> 
l+r ’ 
cr(k) = sup{r(h 1, h .a k). 
Theorem 3. Let {X,,, n b 1) be a G.S. with covariance satisfying r(n 1 = 
o( 1 /((log n )‘+‘) for some S > 0 and (u,, n 2 1) be a sequence as in Theorem 2. If 
c:= 1 V,+I e --w- <CO then P{Z,, s un i.o.} = 0. 
Proof. According to Lemma 2 we may suppose a (k ) s u (k ) G b (k ), where a 1 will 
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be chosen later on. Using Lemma 3, 
P(zj~UjrXb+l>Uj+l}~Uj+lP{Zj~uj} 
j-l j 
c17j*,(l-tlj)j+cOnSfvj+t ,~lh=~+Lr(h-i)exp 
1 
2 
-,,ryL_3 I 
S Uj+l e 7 +const q+rj C r(h) exp - 
,1, ( I+$$ 
but 
(3.1) 
and on the other hand 
-Gj’+’ exp I 1 -$ +j i Cr(j’)exp{-uf +o(j’)U:} h =i’ 
i’+‘(logj)““(log logj)” 
5 const ‘- *” 
I 
+ const j’ log j(log log i)N 1 
-2 
I 
since rrl j’ I G const/(log j)‘+’ as j + 00. Take E c:. v - 1, the expression above is, taking 
(3.1) into account and choosing CY, so that cuI/J27r< I+& o(e -“‘I) as j -+ 00. Hence 
P{Z, c=u,,X,+, >u,41}Gconst U,+l e WI 
and since S(U ) < co t’he process Zi crosses the barriers a finite n:_lmber of times with 
probability one. 0 
Theorem4. Ler (X,,, I;) 3 I} hen G.S. with cocariarzcesatisf~ingr(n ) = 0( 1 /(log n ?+f’) 
for some 8 ,O and {u,, n 2 1) be as in Theorem 2. If CF= 1 v,+le -w*1 = CO then 
P{Zn + u, i.0.) = 1. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3 we may restrict ourselves to barriers (~1,) 
such that a# 15 uk S b(k); iW is clear that cz=, L’,, = CO. 
We use Lemma 1 again. Let Aj = {Z; d u,, Xi+ I > ui+ ,}. LJsing Lemma 3, 
.e ( 1 - L’j h, * , - i r(i)d(u,, u,+,; r*(i)); 
1 -= I 
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The proof of the convergence of the double series is obtained by dividirlg tl:e 
rany:e of summation into suitable parts. This method will be used frequently in t.he 
rest of the proof. 
where E > 0 will be chosen later. Then 
3 Sii Qconst i f exp 2&l -I*(,,; - j=I i-1 j=l i-1 I 2( 1 - r**(i)) 1 
s const i j’ exp{-uf/l +r} 
,! = 1 
2 
= const f /’ exp --?i v 
j=l I I 
~ const f i’(log iP2(b 1% 0” 
.Y 
j=l I 
by using the trappirjg condition on {uj}. Choosing 
convergent. On the other hand 
O<E<V-1 the sum above is 
m j 
1 C Sij SCOllSt f f: r(i) exp -- 
j=l i=j’ j=l i=j’ I ,+%I 
sconst f, a( exp{-u: +O(jF)u:J 
j = 
but by hypothesis u(j’) s const/(log j)3fs as j + m. Hence 
f f: s.. 
a, 
,, S const 1 
NE ) logs’ (log log i)2 < o. 
j=l i=j’ j=l i 
Therefore xi”=, P(Aj) = a. We still have to prove that (ii) of Lemma 1 holds. We 
compare again with the independent case. 
P(Aj n A& ) - P(Aj)P(Ak ) 
=P{ZjsUj, Uj+l<X;+l ‘Uk,Zik+’ GUk,X/ +I :>Uk+~} 
where Zi,“’ =Sup{Xi:j+l<i Q k}. By Lemma 3, the first p:obability on the right- 
hand side is increased by taking r(k + 1, i) - 0 for 1 d i d k, i # j + 1. Let P” denote 
the centred Gaussian measure with this covariance structure; then the first term 
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on the righIt-hand side above is 
~p”{Zj~~i,~j+l<Xi+,~Uk,Z~’ ~~Uk,Xk+l)Uk+'} 
=po(zi~~j,xi,l~~k,~~’ ~uk,&--1-k+l) 
-P”{Zj duj, Xi+* ~ ~d+l, Z’,“’ d ‘k,Xk+l >‘k+l} 
dp{Xk+l>Uk+l}[P{Zj~~j,Xj+ldUk~Zk i+l s.k} 
-P{Zi~Uj,Xi+l~Ui+l,Zjkf’ <ukII 
+r(k -i)d(Uj+l, uk+l; r*tk -i)) 
5 uk+,[P{Xj+l <Uk}P{ZjsUj,Zi+’ <UkI 
-P{Xj+lSUi+,}P{Zj~Uj,Z’k+’ <UkI 
+ i r(i)&uj, Uk; r*(i))+ ‘-i-l r(i)4(uk, uk; r*(i))l 
i=l i=l 
+r(k -j)d(Uj+lr uk+l; r*!k -i)) 
+:‘I:. , i r(i)&,(l4,, f4k; r*(i))+’ i ’ r(i)d(Uk, L4k; r*( 1)) 1 i 1 i-l J 
k -j.-1 
uk ; r*(i)) +. 1 r(i)4(uk, uk; r*(i)) 
i=l I 
Hence 
-(1-rj)i~7~+] i r(h)~(Uk,Uk+];r*(h)). 
h =. 1 
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+ uk+l $ di)d(Uj, uk ; r*(i)) + vk+l 
k-j 
uk, uk; r*(i)) 
i k 
95 
i=l h=j+2 
+Vj+l(l-Vj)i i r(fZ)d(Uk, Uk+l;r*(h)) 
h=l 
and we want to show that 
lim infE1--je:k*=n P(Aj nAk)-P(Aj)P(Ak)]c o 
CC;.;, P(AiH2 
. . 
,I -+m 
The first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.2) are the same as in the 
independent case, and can be handled in the same way; we shall prove that the 
sums of the next four terms are convergent and the remainder can be bounded by 
const CT=, P(Aj). The method used is, again, an appropriate decomposition of the 
sums, and some of the steps will be omitted. 
(3.2) 
+const i i: 
k=3 j=k-k’ 
ui’+;r; -2r*(k --j)ujuk 
2(1- r*2(k -j)) 
where O<E <v - 1. Using the trapping condition, it follows that ai; 3~: -P for 
k-k’<jik,somep>Oandk>3;wegetthebound 
k 
const i a(k’) 1 
Jlog k di&f-j ‘log log k)l;log log j I 
k-3 j=l ik 
+ .-onst ,$, k F exp,; - ,yr] 
‘1 
Sconst z: 
cr( k - )(log kl?(log log kf + const i k ’ (log k )“%g log k 1” 
k .. k k -3 k ” 
which is bounded as n + cc. 
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(2) i ok+ I ,f, ,$, r(i)+&, uk ; r*(i)) 
k-1 . ‘_ 
sconStk$I ck+l( i i +,j fl+ i i ) 
j=l i=, ,I _ jzkfi=jq 
uf + ~4; - 2r*(i)upk 
2( 1 -.r*2(i)) 
where F > r) satisfies 2k + 2r&) < 1 and 0 < q c v - l,, 
k* 
(a1 i rkhl 2: f: r(i)exp 
k 1 , Ir:l 
d const i &+~k2’ exp 
k=l 
which is bounded since 
uf + 14: - ?r*(i)ujuk 
2( 1 - rG2(i)) 
which is bounded. 
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” 
Gconst C 
vt+lk’+E(lOg k)v’2(log log k)” 
k=l k” 
n 
+const C 
vk+lkZ log k (log log k)2c(kE) 
k=l k2 
which is bounded if one chooses 0 < E < v - 1. 
(41 i 2)k+l f (tri+r-ok) f: 
k=l 
i r(h -i)#(uj, uk: r*(h -i)) 
j=l i=l h=j+2 
n k ‘* 
d c c uk+Iuj+l 
k=l j=l 
r(h -i)d(Uj, Uk: r*(h -i)). 
Uk+lUj+1 
(Uk_I(j)*+2Ujl(k(l_r*(h -:‘)) 
k-l j=t 2(1 -r*2(h -i)) - 
k k 
k 
sconst i vks,kF C 
j(log #“(log log j,” 
. ,I 
k=l j=l I 
n vk+,k’ 
~const c 
k=l k 
(“_.,),2 
which is bounded if E < i(v - 1) 
also bounded. 
(5) Finally, to bound the lass two sums note that at the beginning of the proof 
we showed that 
and it is clear that each of the last two terms is bounded by 
c i &c+,(f-vk)k 
k=l 
= C k& P(&J. 
Using (l)-(5) and the proof of Theorem 1 we get from (3.2) the desired result. a 
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